
THE INTERNET REVOLUTION

In the mids, ARPANet was transformed from a military safety net to the civilian Internet that has become such an
integral part of our lives, bringing with it change not only technological, but societal and epic in scope. Forty years ago,
the average person followed an.

By doing this, it became possible to make copies that were identical to the original. Claude Shannon , a Bell
Labs mathematician, is credited for having laid out the foundations of digitalization i n his pioneering article,
A Mathematical Theory of Communication. Most businesses conduct at least some part of their operations
online. Statistics predict that by the year , about 80 percent of the world will be connected to the Internet. The
thrown eggs symbolize outrage. The stock of online auction house eBay, one of a growing number of
e-commerce companies, increased 2, percent in value in less than a year when it went public in  What crime,
ads, and revolutions have in common is that they are predicated on the spread of ideas, ideas that travel along
slowly through populations and then suddenly break out - spreading exponentially. Instead, these consulates
are a relic of communist kitsch, harboring a near-reverence for multicolored rubber stamps and a fascination
with paper, especially "originals. Cerf , David D. Without CNN, no doubt we would fail. But of these, he
estimates, no more than 10, have access to the Internet. A meeting is under way, with four students talking
about updating the Web site with the day's information. In its first fifteen years, the Web reshaped U. At age
24 he narrowly lost an election to represent his municipal district in Belgrade. They are linked not only by
geographic proximity - their users and system administrators often overlap. This, of course, is something you
know very well. His goal was to make the Internet accessible to everyone. The Web site managed out of this
room received 22, hits last week, with another 15, hits on the site at the math department. While you may not
be paying to use the service, someone is paying the bill every month. It is this idea - that there is something
inherent about the Net that supports democracy - that the Data Conflicts conference had attempted to answer,
an idea I had found specious until I visited Serbia.


